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ASBSU dispute .
claims
caucus
turns physical Kerry
BY KYLE GORHAM
News Reporter

Senator investigated for
allegedly slapping colleague
BYANDYBENSON
Editor-in-Chief
The ASBSU election season reached a boiling point last
Wednesday when Leah Sweat, ASBSU senator, allegedly slapped
ASBSU Senator and presidential candidate David Morriss repeatedly -- resulting in an investigation by the Ada County Sheriffs
Office and a BSU Code of Conduct complaint. The exchange took
place outside the ASBSU offices, near the double doors by the
Student Involvement Center, and stemmed from tension between
Morriss and Sweat regarding stances on student radio and the Dr.
. Martin Luther King/Human Rights Celebration.
Sweat denied she slapped Morriss, characterizing the incident
as: "A touch that lingered for two seconds, long enough to say,
'Honey, I'm going to campaign like hell to make sure you don't
get elected.'''
Senator Pam MaGee, who witnessed the exchange, disagreed
with Sweat's description. MaGee said she observed Sweat and
MOITiss engaged in an acrimonious discussion prior to the slapping incident.
"They were both pretty heated at the time," MaGee said.
The verbal altercation prompted Rob Meyer, associate director
of Student Union and activities, to intervene. Meyer said he told
Sweat and Morriss, "There's no need to raise your voices. It's only
the first day of elections," referring the start of the ASBSU election
period. Meyer added that Sweat and Morriss left the building at.
that point.
MaGee said that after Morriss and Sweat exited out the doors,
she observed Sweat grab Morriss by the jacket with both hands,
then slap Morriss in the face three times. Morriss said he was
slapped three or more times, momentarily knocking him off balance.
The altercation stemmed from ongoing tension between Sweat
and, Morriss concerning student
SEE DISPUTE page2

ASBSU financial
board suggests
decreased club

funding

.PHOTO COURTESY OF DAN MORRIS

A record number of Idaho Democrats flooded tho student Union Jordan Ballroom to participate
Caucus Tuesday night.

lniormel policy supported in Senate,
opposed hy executive hnlDch
BY KYLE GORHAM
News Reporter
The ASBSU Financial Advisory Board has recommended lowering the cap on matching funds for Boise State student clubs and
organizations in FY 04-05, citing a potential student government
financial crisis.
The FAB's informal suggestion to decrease the maximum
amount of matching funds was met with support from the ASBSU
Senate, but has faced opposition from the executive branch.
Currently, ASBSU matches student fundraising efforts up to
$3,000 per year; the proposed decrease would cap matching
funds at $2,000 per year.
Although both legislative and executive branches recognize
the possibility of a budget crisis this year, President Ali Ishaq
and Vice President Jim Wolfe said the recommended decrease in
matching funds is unnecessary, citing the approval of a student
fee increase for ASBSU.
Wolfe said ASBSU garnered support from student clubs and organtzations last semester for the 2004 - 2005 student government
fee-increase proposal.
ASBSU Senator-at-Large Robert Green said although the Idaho
State Board of Education approved the ASBSU fee increase,
monies won't be deposited until the start of FY 04-05 on July 1.
Members of FAB are worried that ASBSU will dip into a reserve
account known as the 'contingency fund' near the end of this
fiscal year if student government does not tighten its purse on
matching funds.
However, FAB's recommendation is unofficial and the board
doesn't make final decisions regarding the budget,
The board submits recommendations on the amount allocated
for clubs to next year's student government president and vice
president. The ASBSU president makes final budgetary decisions; but the senate must approve the executive budget.
Wolfe noted that it would be unwise for ASBSU 2004·2005 presidential hopefuls to support the proposed decrease in matching
funds because members of clubs and organizations constitute a
large percentage of voters.
However, Green said there is a real need for-student government to decrease the cap on matching funds near the end of the
fiscal year.
.'
Inthe last three years. ASBSU has dipped into its contingency
fund - savings required by ASBSU constitutional law -~ to keep
theamount of funding fur clubs constant.
The problem. Green said, is that the contingencyJundls
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in the Ada County Democratic

Ada County Democrats packed
the Student
Union
Building
Tuesday night to take part in the
Ada County Democratic Caucus.
With nearly 1,500 attendees, the
floor of the Jordan Ballroom was
reduced to standing room only.
Organizers for the event said
the attendance
was close to
three times that of any other
Ada County caucuses in recent
years. For Congressional District
z.whlch includes Boise State and
the North End of Boise, an enthusiastic crowd voted for their
democratic
presidential
candidates and voiced confidence for
their party's success in this year's
election .
The final results reflected a
nationwide
trend of support
for presidential candidate John
Kerry. District 2 will send 51 delegates to the state convention.
Kerry received nearly 47 percent
of their votes, which earned him
27 delegates to bring to the Idaho
State Democratic
Convention
from District 2.
John Edwards finished second,
gaining 14 delegates and coming
in with 25 percent of the vote.
Howard Dean, who recently
dropped out of the race, earned
10 delegates and received nearly
18 percent of the vote.
District 1 will send 61 delegates
to the Idaho Democratic Caucus,
with 11 representing Dean supporters, 17 backing Edwards, and
33 endorsing Kerry.
Statewide, Kerry also received
the most votes coming in with
54 percent from other Idaho caucuses.
John Edwards came in 'second
in Idaho with 22 percent of the
vote.
Overall, 382 Idaho delegates
were chosen participate in the
convention at Pocatello in June.
These delegates will go on- to
select Idaho delegates to the 2004
Democratic National Convention
in Boston on July 26-29. These
delegates will vote between the
Democratic candidates to. determine which candidate becomes
the Democratic
candidate
for
. President in 2004.
Of the 4,335 delegates nationwide, Idahoans will represent less
than 1 percent of all Democratic
Party delegates. Eighteen of the
23 Idaho delegates are divided
proportionately to the number of
delegates chosen for each candidate in tile caucuses.

Humble beginnings, honorable
achievements: BSU celebrates 30 years
BY MONICA PRICE
News Reporter
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lWdtoSalmoD/Steelllead
have seen better days
BYMICHEUE SELLS
Outdoor Columnist
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As a sportsman, I have been to
Riggins and seen first-hand the
people who have come to depend on sport fishing for a livIng, This Is reason number one
to save our salmon/steelhead.
I
have also been to Black Canyon
and the site of Bell Rapids In
Hagerman, where anadromous
fish used to be. This reason is
number two to save these fish.
As a state, we cannot allow the
steelhead and salmon to go the
way of the sockeye. These fish
are a part of our heritage, as well
as a significant source of our
revenue.
It is estimated that Idaho and
northeast Oregon are responsible for nearly two thirds of the·
spawning/rearing
habitat neeessary to support the Columbia
River Basin fish population.
Earlier this year, the Bush administration proposed an addltional $10 million dollars of
funding be added to the $90 million already annually contributed to the Pacific Coast Salmon
Recovery Fund. In the past, the
dollars from this fund were only
granted to the coastal states of
Oregon, Washington, California
and Alaska. Idaho is not a costal
state, and because of that, did
not qualify for funding; Now,
however, that may change and
Idaho could benefit from this
money which has been used, for
the most part, to improve habitat in 'the lower Columbia River.
And while Idaho has many suitable rivers and streams, It does
not have a high rate of returnIng fish (when compared to the
number of fish Idaho produces
each year).
Several of Idaho's hatcheries are devoted to producing
steelhead and Chinook salmon
smolts. These hatcheries include the Pahsimeroi, Sawtooth,
and Rapid Rivers. Tom Rogers,
of the Idaho Department
of
Fish and Game, provided some
round numbers of steelhead
and Chinook salmon smolts
produced by both state and
Federal hatcheries. Idaho annually releases 7.8 to 8 million
steelhead smolt and 10 milllon
Chinook salmon.

Istration and. would be happy
to receive a slice of the Pacific
Coast Salmon Recovery Fund
but it is still just a proposal and
not a guarantee. The conservation groups. are equally happy
about the-opportunity to revisit
the idea of dam breaching but
fear another rehash of the same
old arguments. The longer these
issues are debated and revisited
the longer Idaho's anadromous
fish suffer declining numbers.
We have seen better fish returns In the last four years, but
In 1980's and 1990's were particularly dismal with only about
~ 100,000
Natural Fish
20,000 summer steelhead and
Chinook returns. Recently the
_
Summer Stoelhead
80,000
Bush administration
claimed
~
improved return numbers as a
~
victory for their management
60,000
SprIng Summer ChInook
..
plan. Bill Horton from IDFG
contends, "To call it recovery
we have to get more wild fish
·40,000
E
back The reason that numbers
;:)
have improved In the last few
@
20,000
years is due improved ocean
~
conditions. Not management."
~ .
In 2001, adjunct faculty memo
ber Dr. Don Reading compiled
1900
1995
2000
1060 1065 1970 1075 1980 1985
data regarding economic activity during the salmon season
only. He estimated that durIC.~
John Day
UlUe~LowetGranl1e
000M
ing this brief period $46.2 milDAMS
Lower Monumental
lion was generated in this state
"Flushing", a method
for alone. And, this figure does not
on. This hatchery produces one
Include revenues generated by
moving the smolt, has shown
milllon smolt a year and hope
the steelhead runs.
the
most
promise
In
terms
of
for an adult return of 8,000. This
From the research, it is clear
is dismal return of less than 1 success. Through tagging, scientists now know what time of that Idaho Is doing everything
percent. At this rate, it will be
possible to maintain a healthy
day these fish prefer to make
impossible to restore a healthy
population. This state productheir runs. Flushing is allowing
population to Idaho.
es millions of smelt each year
the dam to spill over enough
It is generally accepted that
in the hopes that a few thouthe dams are responsible for a water to allow safe passage for
sand will return, but recovery
a
large
number
of
fish,
But,
this
great percentage these low-remeans a growing population of
too has proved controversial
turn numbers. The IDFG fishing
wild fish - not just maintaining a
- especially in areas that suffer
regulation manual itself says,
hatchery population. Each year,
from drought.
"Construction of dams and resthe number of wild fish that re.The
Bush
administration
ervoirs on the lower Snake and
turn declines. Evidence shows
salmon recovery strategy has
.Columbia rivers has been the
that the dams' on the Snake
primary cause for the decline of focused on improving habitats,
River are detrimental to these
limiting harvest and hatchery
Idaho's wild salmon and steelpopulations. And yet, very little
operations
since
2000.
Dam
head. Dams and reservoirs have
Is done to solve this problem.
breaching under this adminiscreated
unfavorable
migraAs a state, Idaho has a lot to
tion conditions, especially for tration was not considered an
loose.
If these salmonoids (and
option.
In
2003
a
federal
judge
smolts, the young salmon and
ruled that the federal plan for, the issues. that involve' them)
steel head going to the ocean"
the Snake and Columbia riv- are not managed properly we
Smolts must pass these dams
will loose them. They will go
on their way to the ocean as ers 'violated the' Endangered
111eway of the Sockeye and the
Species
Act
and
ordered
the
well as navigate them as adults
Coho. Last year two Sockeye reBush administration to rewrite
on their return journey.
turned to this state -- meaning,
It by June of this year .'
Mortality
rates are high.
that they are nearly extinct In
The state ofIdaho is glad to be
Idaho
based
conservation
this area.
recognized by the Bush admlngroup Idaho Rivers Unlted
In the calendar year of 2003,
approximately
98,000 adult
hatchery and wild Chinook
salmon were reported at Lower
Granite Dam. In the same year,
adult steelhead were reported
to number about 177,000 at
Lower Granite. Lower Granite
Dams are the last of the dams
that must be crossed before
reaching Idaho waters.
The McCall hatchery's focus
is on producing Chinook salm-

claim the mortality rate to be as
high as 80 percent. Historical1y,
a smelt's journey took one to
three weeks but now can last
up to 3 months. Smolts navigate
by following spring runoff to the
ocean. Dams create warm pools
that may confuse and delay a
smolt's progress. ' In addition,
reservoirs are full of predators
that smolts would not normally
have to deal with In such a great
concentration.
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"That's what we dealt with
this year. we knew fn next
~ar's ,. budget
the money
wasn't going to be there to do
that again," Green said.
.
Green and other supporters of the decrease believe the
ASBSU 'fee increase and other
possible cuts in student government spending will prevent a permanent decrease In
. matching funds for dubs and
. organizations.
ASBSU Chief of Staff and
.FAB Chair, Jerilyn Grow said
senators are having difficulty
coming to an agreement on
the issue.
."The problem is trying to
anticipate what the amount of
money is going to be, and how

i
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fees for student radio and the
Martin Luther King Ir./Human
Rights Celebration.
Morriss
opposed a, dedicated student
fee for student radio, callIng the proposal Incomplete
and somewhat irresponsible.
Sweat was a driving force behind the student radio fee.
In addition,
Moriss opposed a dedicated student fee
for the MLKlHuman Rights
Celebration.
In a written
statement
to the Executive
Budget Committee,
Morriss
wrote:
"It is simply absurd to take a
concept or an Idea as large and
magnificent as Human Rights
and tie it to one individual."
Morriss opposed a mandatory
student fee for the celebration,
stating to The Arbiter, "If the
celebration is about human
rights, what about the right to
give to the cause or not?"

we are going to fairly divvy
that money up," Grow said.
Grow said It's possible FAB
andASBSU may begin to scrutinize club spending. Grow
said she has been working on
a solution both the executive
and legislative branches can
agree upon.
"I think the senators will
work it out, " she said.
Wolfe was confident student government will be able
to . give the clubs what they
need. Wolfe, a presidential
candidate for next year, said
if elected, he would not heed
a recommendation
by FAB to
decrease club funding .

Morriss'
comments
and
actions regarding the MLK/
Human
Rights Celebration
were labeled "seemingly racist" by Sweat.
"Her favorite word for me is
Nazi, " Morriss said.
Morriss said he spoke with
Blaine Eckles, BSU student
conduct officer, after the incident and requested a code of
conduct hearing. Morriss said
he then filed a complaint with
the Ada County Sheriff s Office
after speaking with Eckles.
The Sheriff s Office conducted an Investigation into the
incident and reported their
fmdings to the Ada County
Prosecutor's Office. A spokesperson for the prosecutor
said the report. is still in the
Initial screening phase and
no decision has been made
yet whether to press charges
against Sweat.

Celebration
from page 1

service Chaffee returned to
leadBJC.
Bronco Stadium was Inaugurated In 1950 when the Broncos
beat Modesto Junior College
33-13. The biggest milestone in
recent history was 1965, Boise
Junior College was given fouryear status and changed Its
name to Boise College at the
same time mini skirts were

exposing coed legs. Darylene
Armstrong,
whose husband
was stationed at Viet Nam, was
the first senior to register ..
Boise College continued on
the path of higher education
without incident until 1974
when Cecil Andrus signed a bill
and these halls became Boise
State University.
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X-Rays show a star unraveling
BY KATHY SAWYER
The Washington Post
What could turn a star into
something resembling a strand
of spaghetti?
X-ray observations from instruments in orbit have confirmed astronomers' long-held
theory that a supermassive
black hole will rip apart and
partially gobble up any star that
edges too close to its enormous
gravity.
Astronomers announced last
week that NASA's Chandra and
the European Space Agency's
XMM-Newton, both X-ray observatories in space, had detected just such an occurrence,
in the form of a dazzling flare of

X-rays at the heart of a distant
galaxy.
The X-ray burst was the
star's "last cry for help" before remnants of it fell into the
monster's maw, said Guenther
Hasinger, of the Max Planck
Institute
for Extraterrestrial
Physics (MPE) in Germany. The
star had suffered an extreme
form of tidal disruption, a gravitational effect similar to that of
the moon's influence on Earth's
oceans--only much more violent. "Stars can survive being
stretched a small amount," said
Stefanie Komossa, also of MPE.
"But this star was stretched beyond its breaking point."
The stretching was caused by
the differences in gravitational

force on the front and back of
the star.
The advanced instruments
showed that the flare emanated from the site of a black hole
with 100 million times the mass
of the sun, and detected the
precise signature astronomers
had predicted for the environs
of a black hole, thus ruling out
other possible explanations.
Scientists have been hungry
for such observations, to help
them determine
how black
holes grow and to provide insights into the extreme physics
around these bizarre collapsed
objects, so dense that not even
light can escape their gravity.
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Bridget and Bethany Wylie-Chaney hold son Reed after being legally married In San Francisco
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State pushes attack on gay unions
BYMAURADOLAN
Los Angeles Times
SANFRANCISCO -- California
Attorney General Bill Lockyer
said Monday that he would
go to the California Supreme
Court this week and ask the
justices to decide whether marriages between gays violate the
state's Constitution.
If the justices agree to hear
the case, the rare move could
bypass lower courts that are
currently considering whether
San Francisco officials can give
marriage licenses to same-sex
couples in defiance of state
laws that limit marriage to "a
man and a woman."
San Francisco officials argue
that the state law is at odds with
the state Constitution's ban on
discrimination.
"The Supreme Court has
the authority to stop a charter city's violation of state law,
and that immediate action by
the highest state court is neeessary because this is a matter
of statewide concern and urgency," Lockyer's office said in
a prepared statement.
Lockyer said the state would
file its petition on Friday with
the court, which has the final say in disputes over the
meaning
of the California
Constitution.
The court has
no legal deadline for acting on
such a petition and may direct
a trial judge or the Court of
Appeal to review the legal issues first, he noted.
Lockyer's statement that the
issue was one of "urgency"
seemed at odds with his position as recently as Friday.
In response to a letter from
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
on Friday demanding that he
act '''immediately'' on the gay
marriage issues, Lockyer had
said that there was no public emergency involved in the
marriages and that legal challenges already in the courts
would be adequate to resolve
the issue.
The case will almost certainly confront the justices
with at least two constitutional issues. One was raised in
Lockyer's statement - whether
San Francisco officials have the
right to go against state lawby
issuing marriage licenses to
same-sex couples. The other is

the issue city officials prefer to
emphasize - whether the constitution's guarantee of equal .
protection trumps those laws.
Opponents of gay marriage
have been hoping to get the
case to the high court as quickly as possible. Six of the court's
justices are Republican; one is
a Democrat. The court is generally considered by legal experts
to be moderately conservative.
Two lawsuits against gay
marriage and a separate suit by
San Francisco challenging the
constitutionality of the state's
marriage laws are now pending in San Francisco Superior
Court. A hearing has been
scheduled for March 29.
Before announcing
his legal action, Lockyer said that
he had expected California's
courts eventually would reject
same-sex marriage and invalidate the licenses of the more
than 3,000 gay couples who
have been married here.
"He is confident the courts
are going to rule the law is only
marriages between a man and a
woman are valid in the state of
California," said Hallye Jordan,
Lockyer's spokeswoman.
Lockyer predicted the demise
of gay marriage in California
while visiting Santa Clara
County to give a speech. His
remarks triggered immediate
criticism from one of the gayrights groups that is defending
the marriages in court.
"The state's attorney general should understand
better than anyone that local
officials must abide by the
state Constitution,"
said Jon
Davidson, a senior lawyer for
Lambda Legal, which defends
gay rights in court cases across
the country.
Protecting
constitutional
rights is "a duty the attorney
general shares, and we're disappointed he seems unwilling
to fulfill it," Davidson said.
In
other
developments
Monday, a group opposed to
gay marriage moved to prevent
San Francisco Superior Court
J!ldge James 1. Warren from
hearing the group's challenge
of same-sex nuptials.
Each side in the legal dispute
is permitted
one challenge,
which is automatically granted,
to remove a judge.
.
Unless the state Supreme

Court grants Lockyer's petition to take over the case, the
gay' marriage dispute will probably be heard by San Francisco
Superior Court Judge Ronald
Quidachay, an appointee of
former Gov. Jerry Brown and a
strong advocate of diversity on
the bench.
A spokesman
for
San
Francisco City Attorney Dennis
Herrera said the city has no objections to Quidachay ..
The city previously had asked
to have two lawsuits against
gay marriage consolidated before Warren.
Warren had the first hearing
on the marriages, but "now
Judge Quidachay is equally
up to speed on the case, and
the city's position is that it
has no preference for one over
the other," said Matt Dorsey,
Herrera's spokesman.
Warren, an appointee
of
former Gov. Pete Wilson and
the grandson of the late U.S.
Supreme Court Chief Justice
Earl Warren, had given the city
until March 29 to argue why
gays should be allowed to continue to marry. That remains
the next scheduled hearing in
the case.
Liberty Counsel,
one of
the groups challenging San
Francisco's gay marriages, had
filed the motion to disqualify
Warren.
A spokesman for the group
declined to say why Warren
was unacceptable, and the motion also failed to explain why
Warren was deemed "prejudiced" to the group's lawsuit.
Liberty Counsel and the
Alliance Defense Fund, both
legal advocacy groups that represent the rights of religious
traditionalists, have filed suit
against San Francisco to stop
the marriages.
San Francisco brought the attorney general's office into the
case by filing its own suit challenging the constitutionality of
California's marriage laws.
Meanwhile, San Francisco
on Monday began requiring
couples who want marriage licenses to make appointments.
Only 56 appointments will be
granted each day. The city was
marrying several hundred gay
couples a day.
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Applications Requested for
Student Organization of the Month

All organizations eligible
Awards given for Sept., Oct.,
Nov., Jan., Feb., and Mar.
Organizations will also be recognized at the
Student Organization Recognition Dinner with a certificate.

Capital ISO Empllvees & FUll-timeStudents
Educators

NO monthly service charge, NO per item fees,

FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

unlimited check writing,

NO minimum balance requirement, PLUSwe
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pay dividends on your account.
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FREE* ATMs

FREE DRAFT

AT ALL OUR OFFICES
& iN THE BSU SUB!

(CHECKING)
ACCOUNTS

We have NO surcharge* AlMs at all four office
locations PLUSone in the BSUSUB.
Accounts Federally Insured to
$100,000 by NCUA, an Agency
of the U.S. Government
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
We encourage readers to voice their opinions for publication. Please submit letters to the editor to editor@arbiteronline.comand
include name, contact number and standing at Boise State University. Letters may be subject
to editing. The Arbiter cannot verify tile accuracy of statements made inletters to the editor; they reflect the opinion of the writer. ,Readers may also post
their comments at www.arbiteronline.com
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In an act of "unrelenting determination and unmitigated ego" - to quote a song from "Chicago" - consumer advocate and maniacal narcissist Ralph Nader
announced his intentions last Sunday to assist the
Bush/Cheney campaign in '04.
As abit of personal history, back in '00 (an appropriately named election year since it was a contest between two zeroes), I was among the 2.8 million duped
into voting for Nader. I can't even blame a hanging
chad malfunction, as I actually had to flip over my
ballot envelope and write in Ralph Nader's name. I
may as well have written in Ralph Wiggum.
I'm not as guilty as I should be for my terrible lack
of foresight. I was encouraged by my Malcolm X-loving leftist roommate at the time that as Bush would
surely carry Idaho anyhow, and as Gore had then
achieved the impossible in selecting a running mate
even duller than he was, that it would be a political
statement to vote for Nader. It would show the inevitable President Gore that there existed a bloc of dissatisfied voters on the left less than thrilled with the
Republican Lite platforms of his candidacy.
It turns out the statement I made voting for Nader
was: "Bush for president."
Although I can understand the virtues of a third
party renegade candidate in some elections; in this
particular election, it makes absolutely no sense.
Don't take my word for it: in a recent issue of the
leftist Nader-loving magazine "The Nation," a staff
editorial puts it this way: "The overwhelming mass
of voters with progressive values .. .have only one focus this year: to beat Bush. Any candidacy seen as
distracting from that goal will be excoriated by the
entire spectrum of potentially progressive voters."
Besides which, the editorial goes on, the paucity of
votes Nader is likely to receive in this election will
hurt any left-wing third party candidacy prospects
in the future.
Democrats are, naturally, furious. U.S. district attorney Elizabeth Holtzman told salon. com that

Nader is, "nothing but a shill for George Bush. A shill,
period." Gov. Bill Richardson of New Mexico told the
Associated Press that Nader's candidacy was, "a total
act of ego."
Even supporters of the Green Party, for whom
Nader ran last election, have begun to lose faith in
their former candidate, and Public Citizen, an organization founded by Nader, threatened to take his name
off their letterhead should he run for president.
Howard Dean who unlike Nader currently sports
a cadre of supportive liberals had the good sense to
stay out of the race as a third party candidate. And
if - as CNN keeps telling us - voters were turned off
byDean's irate behavior, what are they to make of
Nader? Without Lieberman to compare him favorably to this time, Nader has the peevish, shifty-eyed
character of an office shooter. His disheveled mop of
gray hair combined with slightly menacing dark eyebrows make him look like the Scottie dog from "The
Lady and the Tramp." If Nader succeeds in anything
this election, it will be to provide lots of great fodder
for late night comedians.
For Nader's part, he believes that Gore cost Gore
the election in '00, although Nader surely cost Gore
New Hampshire and Florida. He says that to call a
ihird party a "spoiler" is to relegate them to "second
class citizens." "America does not belong to two parties," he writes on his web site www.voteNader.org.
You could have fooled me.
Idealism is a fine thing to offer for inspirational purposes, but it hardly drives people to the polls. Nader
could achieve far more as an advocate and an activist
than he ever could becoming the Lyndon LaRouche
of the current election cycle.
Four years ago, George Dubya told voters that he
would be a "uniter, not a divider." And he was right.
Americans left, moderate and independent are united: united to bounce out his Dominion Christian,
O'Doul's-drinking, flight suit-wearing ass out of the
White House.
Nader claims to want "new voices and fresh choices" in Washington: he can start by endorsing a candidate, not becoming one.
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Porn dangerous
to young students
To Karl Drew:
I'm a parent of a BSU student who while visiting the campus
picked up a copy of the Arbiter and read your column. I realize you
are not directing your remarks to my age group, butit's dismaying to
me that young, impressionable students will read your column and
could make a mistake in judgment by thinking there is something
wrong with themselves if they find porn repulsive, offensive, loathsome. Porn has nothing to do wtth love, trust, security, respect, consideration, etc., and everything to do with exploiting others for one's
own selfish interest, while degrading both the participants and the
viewers to object level.
Participating in or viewing porn never, ever leads to healthy,
uplifting relationships.
It's a fact that porn can become addictive; much time and money is dedicated to retraining the behavior
and even the thinking process of those who have been sucked into
porn's abysmal pit.
Shame on you for encouraging the watching of and participation
in pornography, and shame on The Arbiter for wasting valuable
space on such misguided counsel.
Suzanne Walker

Aloha, Oregon

ome truth

about Ronald
Re~
BYTAYLORNEWBOLD
a.l.p.h.a. Co-chairman/HIV Counselor
. At a 1986 centenary rededication of the Statue of Liberty, Ronald
Reagan and his wife were sitting next to French President Francois
Mitterand and his wife, Danielle. Bob Hope was on stage entertaining the all-star audience. Inthe middle of a series of one-liners Hope
quipped, "1 just heard that the Statue of Liberty has AIDS but she
doesn't know If she got it from the mouth of the Hudson or the Staten
Island Fairy." As the television camera panned the audience, the
Mitterands looked shocked. The Reagans were laughing hysterically:
The month 1was born was the month the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) announced cases of AIDS in hemophiliacs as a result of factor
SEE REAGAN next page
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I've been receiving some very decentralized and informal feedback about various problems that students are having with online
math classes at Boise State. I think the problem is a lot more widespread and I'd like ASBSU to address it in a more formalized manner.
I'm inviting any of you who have trouble with online math classes
to email me by Friday, February 27th. If enough students e-mail
me, ASBSU will prioritize and begin addressing the issue. So, if
you have a problem, please e-mail me right now, don't delay or you
might forget: aishaq@boisestate.edu
'
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Not all economic signs are pointing to recovery
BYJAYHANCOCK
The Baltimore Sun

leu

And commodities are a little part of the
economy, anyway -- only one-tenth of the
cost of production, Hunt says.
Nobody at the Federal Reserve has worried much lately. about deflation -- falling
prices -- at least not out loud. But Friday's
report underscores the fact that the meager
rate of increase in consumer prices is still
very close to the Fed's panIc level.
Fed Governor Ben S. Bernanke, the central bank's chief deflation worrywart, has
said he's uncomfortable with core inflation
below 1 percent. He's perilously close with
the results Issued Friday, and by another
measure core consumer inflation was under 1 percent in the fourth quarter.
The closer Inflation gets to zero, the higher the likelihood that prices will start to
fall, depressing profits and buying power,
boosting the relative size of debts and killing consumption as shoppers realize they
can get bargains by waiting.
Deflation, one of the most poisonous aspects of the Great Depression in the 1930s,
was basically caused by a shrinking money
supply as too few dollars chased too many
goods.
Guess what? Despite Alan Greenspan's
heroics, two key measures of the U.S. money supply contracted in the fourth quarter at
the fastest rate since measurement started
in 1959, Hunt says.
Depression-style
deflation is probably
impossible now because we are no longer
linked to an inflexible gold monetary standard. Even so, weak inflation is telling us
some disturbing things.
It's saying workers are in such great supply, thanks to unemployment. that companies
can hire them for a song. It's saying plants and inventories are so numerous that retailers needn't
get into bidding wars to stock their shelves: It's
saying the economy has a way to go before it enters a full recovery.
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The crummy employment market isn't
the only thing casting doubt on President
Bush's perception that "the economy is
growing" and is "going to get stronger."
The low-inflation alarm is still blaring,
~oo, although most have stopped listenmg.
Core inflation -- the rise in consumer
prices minus those for energy and food -was just 1.1 percent in January compared
with the same month in 2003, according
to a report Friday.
Along with equally tiny bumps in
December and November, that was the
smallest year-over-year increase in the
core rate, to put it in technical terms,
"since the Beatles were on the Ed Sullivan
show," says Standard & Poor's economist
DavidWyss.
Inflation emits important information
about supply, demand and the money
pool. And it's still broadcasting the message we started hearing shortly after Sept.
11, 2001: America, you have way too
many workers and factories and -- still! - not enough consumption of goods and
services.
Economists had hoped higher inflation
would signal growing demand for products and a dwindling supply of idle workers and business assets -- the foundation
of a sustained recovery.
It hasn't happened. There has been an
almost relentless drop in the core inflation rate during the past two years.
"None of the fundamental
problems have
gone away," says Lacy H. Hunt, a former
Federal Reserve economist now with Hoisington
Investment Management in Austin, Texas. "We're
choking on debt. There's no pent-up demand for
cars and houses. We've got excess capacity in
manufacturing. We've got excess capacity in the
labor markets."
True, some analysts see inflation stirring in the
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overall consumer price index.
Friday's report showed general prices jumping'
at an impressive annual rate of 6 percent. But that
was driven mostly by energy costs and says more
about what's going on in China and Saudi Arabia
than the U.S. economy. It won't persist, which is
why many economists prefer to screen out volatile food and energy prices and eye the fundamental core rate.
It's also true that commodity prices have'

soared, which some believe could bleed into retail costs. The Commodity Research Bureau's
spot-price index has popped by 18 percent since
last summer. Gold is up 20 percent since early last
year. We know about oil.
But as the American Enterprise Institute's John
H. Makin points out, higher U.S. commodity prices can be explalned mostly hy a weaker dollar.
Measured in euros, he says, commodity prices
have been stable.
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From the runway to the,
buffet line: Cultu.res unite
Rapper/producer
Lo relinquishes
rapper lifestyle

"

I-

"

for music

,.

"

BY DANAKAOLIVER
A&EWriter'
Producer/artist Lo sits on the couch in the lobby of Po Boyz
studio taking a drag from his cigarette, enjoying a quick break
after days and nights of nonstop beat-making. Originally
from St. Louis, Mo., Lo came to Boise via Las Vegas. The man
just got into town a few weeks ago and has barely stepped
foot out of the studio since. He's been in a zone. His hoody
sweatshirt and lack ofbling-bling attire are an ode to the gritty beat-maker's art.
Danaka

Oliver: What artists have you produced so farY

Lo: Actually, none who are prominent today. A lot of
underground artists like Payback, and Bam from St. Louis.
All on the production tip, but I'm an artist myself.
DO:. SOyou rap toot
L: I did a compilation called "Silence of the lames" a while
back.
DO: Where can we check it outY
L: On the web site IUMA.com (Internet Underground
Musician Archive)
DO: What are you listening to right now1
L: I don't have a CD player. Other artists cloud my vision.
But if I did have some it would be UGK, Mos Def skill
craftsmen ... true artists.

... ;

DO: What brought you to the BOn
L: This dude here. [Indicates studio owner "Taco"] We
came here to pioneer the land.
DO: SO tell me what your current chosen profession Is a
result of.
L: I guess you could say I was pretty much born to do it. No
training. From artwork to music, it's just in a brother.

PHOTO BY MARY DAWSON/THE

The 25" annual Food, Song and Dance Festival presented by the Boise State International
International

a series of cardboard boxes at age 5. When I was 7 I got a
standard trap set, beat up. Then playing in church. Then a
promoter next door who was a cousin to Mike Hammond
from Parliament and worked with Earth Wind and Fire
started to kinda' mentor me. I learned a lot from those guys.
DO: Have you checked out Funkmaster Flex's Digital Hltz
Factory on playstatlon yelY
L: I don't too much get off into video games and stuff. Since
we've been here I've only been as far as the 7-Eleven here in
the same parking lot once. I'm tired, but ecstatic.
DO: Last year producers like Sam Sneed, Midi Mafia, and
Red Spyder made a lot of noise, how do you plan to sound
offln2004Y
L: Well, urn, basically my formula consists of
musicianship. I think that's what's missin' in the field. Live
instrumentation. A formula for building a strong beat. There
are a lot of people who like that type of music. It's not just
about the beats. It's all about the music.
DO: What do you think of Boise so farY
L: I don't think of Boise, I think ofloops, metroms, sounds,
midi ... but it doesn't have anything to do with.potatoes or
Boise.
DO: It seems everyone isn't living what they rap these
days. It's a lot of entertainment. What about youY

L: This I can take back to the Lords of the Underground. I
live it, I eat it, I breath it, I sleep it ... well I don't sleep, but I
see music in colors. Words are music to me. Everyone I have
met in the music field has been by chance. That hour, that
moment, that place. The entity above isn't going to just let
me sit back and do nothing. It's in me, it's in my veins.

When: Thursday, Feb. 26 at
8p.rn.
Tickets are $15 at Ticketweb

Ground Score

f'

Son of the late reggae.

What: Mostly rock inspired,
Groundscore incorporates
the distllled grooves of reggae
and funk with the subtle flares
o fj azz an d Ia tin s tyl es. Th e
extensive original song base
offers a diverse and dynamic
experience that has been

New York Society
of Illustrators
Annual Exhibition
What: Art exhibit and
discussion of work on display
by BSU associate professor
and noted children's book
illustrator Bill Carman.
Where:,HemingwayWestern
Studies Center, Gallery 2
)VIIen: Friday, Feb. 27,
. 4-6 _p,m.
•
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belts out the blues with a cultural twist.

the evening included an international fashion show, auction, and live entertainment.
The fashion show exhibited the elaborate
dress of the native countries that the inter. national students represent and included
between 30 and 40 models. Each wardrobe
was fascinating, decorative, and lit up the
room.
Emcee's Ashwini Vittal and Sujeevan
Nagendran auctioned off their own friends
to sit With guests and share their culture
and experiences. Sachin Ruikar of India
brought the committee a bid of $20, while
Yoshi Arima of Japan honored a table that
donated $27.
Many students. also raffled cultural souvenirs, .including charming traditional ornaments from countries such as Spain,
Germany, Bangladesh, Afghanistan and
Peru, to name a few. Performances from
Dormidont Committee, Suseel Indrakanti,
the Boise Folkloric Cultural Organization
and Hui-Aloha completed the colorful and
fascinating event.
International
Student Advisor' Christy
Babcock-Quintero was ecstatic about the
evening's turnout.
"This activity just pulls the international students together. It unifies the group,
and they feel so proud," Babcock-Quintero
said.
And a culturally rich evening that brings
funds to the committee, all while fusing and
celebrating the passions of students from
all over the world, is definitely something
for everyone to be proud of:

The Crystal Method
What: The bright, neon lights
of Las Vegas can be heard,
within the rumbling break
beats and metal-edged synth
melodies of the electric duo
known as the Crystal Method.
Where: Big Easy
When: Friday, Feb. 27 at
7:30 p.m,are $20 at Ticketweb
Tickets
Boise State Art Gallery

proposals for exhibits in the
2004-05 schedule. Proposals
will be accepted from student,
alumni, faculty, community
and regional artists.
Where: To obtain an
application form and/ or
exhibit guidelines, contact the
Student Activities Office at
426-1223.

The Wailers
What: The orlzinal band of
e-

Accepting Exhibit

When: Friday, Feb. 27 at

.-." it~k:~
arc.$2z.$59.
atSelect-A-Seat
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One of the highlights of the event was an
International fashion show. Here a student models
a traditional flamingo dance costume.

beauty, bewitching in her
wealth. Besieged by a myriad
of suitors. This merry widow
dances and parties her way
through intrigues, both
personal and international
as even nations compete for
her fortune! Franz Lehar's
most popular operette is
extravagantly visual with
music that will fill you and
thrill you and trill in your '
mind long after. Presented by
Opera Idaho.
,Where: Morrison Center
Main Hall

9 p.m,
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The International Student Organization
recently held their 25th Annual Food. Song
and Dance Festival, an event that initiated a weeklong dedication to honoring the
30th anniversary of Boise State University.
In lovely taste, this festival was dedicated
and devoted to the beloved and missed
Trang Doan, the late International Student
Organization leader.
The sold-out event symbolized the impact
of the International Student Organization
on campus life at Boise State. With a waiting
line that extended down the hallway, the
ballroom held over 400 guests, who, came
together to honor students from more than
15 countries. It was a beautiful banquet
where International Student Organization
members led the public "around the world
in 180 minutes."
A student committee has been meeting
to work on the event once a week since last
fall. They did all of the planning, publicity and production, as well as the cooking,
which started three days prior to the event.
How did they choose the menu of Mexican
chocolate cake, empanadas, sweet and sour
pork, Arabian rice, and chicken mole, you
might ask? Well they held a "food-tasting
party," where students brought in dishes
representative of their heritage and voted
on favorites. The end result was a delicious
buffet.
In addition to the great dining experience,

Where: The Big Easy

MBITER

The event was In memory of

'

BY MELINDA TAYLOR
A&EWriter

reggae performance.

What:

student Trang Doan.

Russian student Mikhail Zhukalin lead singer of the band Dormidont

L: Okay, you got that understood. My first set of drums was

•.

was sold out Saturday.

Annual
Food, Song
and Dance
Festival
celebrates
diversity

DO: How did you learn to make beats thent I mean, you
can't really read to learn how to make hype beats, that's
like someone telling you how to have sex!

Julian Marley and
the Uprising Band

Student Association

the legendary Bob Marley.
Wherei The Big Easy
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Teitur fills void of skill in pop music
certainly won't get you ready to runa •
marathon, but they will certainly cool
you down afterwards.
In an industry filled with overnight
With the growth and popularity of
"talent," Teitur carries with him a
so-called "coffee house" music, it's bebreath of fresh air by filling a void of
come easy to pass by every solo guitar
musical tradition. He has worked hard
act without a second thought. So when
to create music that is a reflection of
I heard the name Teitur (pronounced
himself as a performer, as weli as his
tie-tor) and saw a humble looking
heritage. Leaving his home in the Faroe
young man take the stage in faded jeans
Islands, near Denmark, at 17, Teitur
and t-shlrt, I didn't expect much.
played wherever he could. Working
I didn't expect to be caught like a deer
weekend jobs in order to write during
in headlights listening to the creative
melodies somehow coming from six the week, his hard work was rewarded
when he was "discovered" while doing
simple strings on an old guitar. I didn't
radio work. From singing with his famexpect to hear lyrics sung with such
pure emotion and sincerity that the lis- ily in Denmark, he has traveled worldtener becomes drawn into the heart of wide and just recently finished a tour
opening for John Mayer.
their performer. Such was my introduc, Poetry and Aeroplanes is a beautiful
tion to Teitur.
Critics worldwide have lauded Teitur' s collection of talent, effort, and skill.
Teitur's songwriting ability and skill as
first album, Poetry and Aeroplanes, and
slowly his music is beginning to ease its a musician may not make the next edition of TRL, but maybe that's not such
way into our local radio stations. Songs
a bad thing after all. Let the pop stars
like You're the Ocean and "Sleeping
keep their trendy cliche's, but leave the
with the Lights" feature a more upbeat
real quality to those who ~11 apprecimood, somewhat of a rarity from a melancholy 25-year-old. The album itself. ate it.
BY DAVID HABBEN
Arbiter Staff

PHOTO COURTESY UNIVERSAl RECORDS

Faroe Islands native, Teltur.
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Miracle tells honest tale of 1980"s Winter Olympics
BY DAN MCNEESE
A&EWriter
Considering that it's hockey
season and the Stanley Cup
playoffs
are
approaching,
Disney's Miracle is a timely release. Staring Kurt Russell as
the late hockey coach Herbert
Brooks, Miracle is about the
1980 U.S. Olympic hockey team
and their unexpected win over
the former Soviet Union.
At a time when communism
was the biggest threat to our
freedom fries and the U.S. only
talked about going to war with
other countries - namely the
USSR - the United State's hockey team was training hard for
the 1980 Winter Olympics.
An honest depiction of the
1980's, Miracle sets the feel for
the overwhelming challenge the
U.S. underdogs undertake in
playing the world's best hockey
team at the time - the Soviet
Union.
Based on the actual 1980
hockey team that defeated the
Ruskies in the Olympics, this
movie is predictable in that ohso-adorable Disney way and
is even dubbed as The Mighty

expected.
A hard thing to do in movies is
to keep the action suspenseful
when the finale is predictable,
especially when there's :a lot
The Mighty Ducks 2.
of personal intensity crammed
But make no mistake, the
into two hours. Miracle solves
events in Miracle actually happened - well before the ducks, this problem by not including
action until the end. Instead, it
were thought of in the back
contemplates the political and
of Michael Eisner's cronies'
personal aspects of the game.
minds. If anything, the story
And though the U.S. won the
of the 1980 hockey team was
gold in the 1980 Olympics, it
the inspiration for The Mighty
wasn't by defeating the Soviets;
Ducks movies.
it was by defeating Finland.
With better ice-rink lighting
However, the movie ignores
than the first Mighty Ducks,
the Fins.
Miracle lacks enough hockey
Miracle climaxes during the
in the first hour and a half.
semi-finals when Disney exExcessive concentration on the
character development of the .poses Russia as the enemy
(which they were at the time),
key players takes away from the
but showcases much suspense
end of the film, especially when
during the game. Still, it could
the end is already known.
With the exception of Kurt have incorporated more of an
Russell, (who could be cast as Olympic theme to highlight the
significance of the games.
Dan Hawkins if they ever made
This movie is best espied
a movie about the Bronco footif you are a hockey or sports
ball team), the rest ofthe hockey
fan, or you were around durteam were primarily real hockey
ing the 1980 Winter Olympics.
players who can also act Disney
And even you were only into
lucked out by getting actors
who could play hockey to fill in the first Mighty Ducks movie,
you'll appreciate this movie for
the casting gaps, and the results
its Rock.y-like story line.
were better than most people

Ducks 4 (though the second and

third sequels were forgettable).
Many of the scenes in Miracle
are astonishingly reminiscent of

How well the movie was made:

***1/2
How well I liked It: ***1/2
Scenes reminiscent of 'The
Mighty Ducks': 12
,Writers note: Lil.:e most major films today.
"Miracle" was filmed on tape. and then transferred ro film. 11lis becomes somewhat bothersome if l'ieU'cd from a megaplex movie screen
such as those at Edwards. TI,e final product
has a characteristic choppy-eJJect during action
sequences. The format is easier on the eyes and
mOTC
suitable for compact theater screens like
those found at The Reel Theatre and Northgate
Cinemas.
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CONSOLIDATE YOUR fEDERAL
STUDENT LOANS TODAY!

RATES ARE NOW BELOW

Cutyour monthly payment up to 58%!
.AND lock in one of the lowest student loan
interest rates in history!
ty
ie
1-

p.
ro

PLUSt Receiveyour

choice of borrower benefits:

2.50 Principal Reduction
The 2;50% principal reduction will awarded after 48 months of on-tlrne
payments within 30 days of due date (with no deferment or forbearance
during the 48 months)."

or
1%Annual Interest Rate
,. Reduction
Borrower will receive annually'at 1% Interest rate reduction only after 48
months of consecutive on-time payments made within 15 days of due date
(wlthno deferment or forbearance during the 48 months).

SAVE EVEN MOREl
Receive .25% interest rate reducuon
for automated paymentst

'Call for more details on current rates. For borrowers who borrowed all loans after 7/1/98 and are still
In grace pertod or deferment, the consolidation rate would be 2.875%.
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Oscar promotion Denounced as an 'Attack,Ad'·
fOHN HORN
Los Angeles Times

FIFTH

aDdIDAHO
. downtown

HOLL~OOD
With
less than a week to go to the
Academy Awards, an Oscar advertisement promoting "House
of Sand and Fog" is being denounced for breaching campaign' protocol by implicitly
asking people to vote against
"Cold Mountain" co-star Renee
Zellweger.
The Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences said
Monday it is considering
a
number of penalties against
DreainWorks, which released
"House of Sand and Fog" and
purchased
the advertisement
in last Friday's trade newspaper
Daily Variety. The academy's
penalties could Include steps
as minor as canceling some of
DreamWorks' Oscar-night tickets to as major as disqualifying
one of the studio's films from
awards eligibility.
The one-page DreamWorks
advertisement
was taken out
to promote
Iran's Shohreh
Aghdashloo,
nominated
for
best supporting actress for her
performance
opposite
Ben
Kingsley as his character's wife,
Nadl, in "House of Sand and
Fog." But unlike other oscar
ads, the ad specifically and re-

bolH

peatedly features mentions of
Aghdashloo's main rival for the
award, "Cold Mountain" co-star
Zellweger.
The DreamWorks advertisement includes excerpts from
four
newspaper,
magazine
and television reports that say
that Zellweger "will win" but
that Aghdashloo "should win."
Every excerpt but one includes
Zellweger's name.
"It's certainly a new and
unwelcome
step downward
in campaigning,"
said Bruce
Davis, the academy's executive
director, who called it "an attack ad." He said he had spoken
with several Oscar voters over
the weekend who reacted to the
ad "with varying degrees of SUIprise and amazement."
DreamWorks apologized for
the advertisement,
saying it
was never intended as a criticism of either Zellweger or her
film. "The ad was a mistake.
It shouldn't have happened,"
said studio co-founder Jeffrey
Katzenberg. "In a year in which
everyone has pledged to take
a higher road, we made a very
bad and ill-advised mistake."
The ad and its condemnation
will probably have an insignificant impact on Oscar voting
and on Aghdashloo's prospects,
as most academy members al-

ready have submitted their ballots. Polling closes Tuesday at 5
p.m, The Oscars will be held this
Sunday,
The academy in July adopted
, new rules in the hopes these
campaigns would tum more
diplomatic. But Davis says that
some awards promoters can
and have interpreted the regulations as loosely as is expedlent. "Discussing concepts like
fair play and decorum with
certain marketing people is
like discussing salad with your
cat," Davis said. He said the timing and the nature of a penalty
against DreamWorks, if in fact
there will be one, has yet to be
determined.
Zellweger, who has been
nominated for three consecutive Oscars, is aware of the ad
and "disappointed"
by it, a
spokeswoman said. Her "Cold
Mountain"
performance
has
won an array of awards, from
the Golden Globe to the Screen
Actors Guild award.·
The flap places DreamWorks
in an especially awkward position as Zellweger performs one
of the lead voices in the studio's
animated film "Shark Tale,"
due in October.
"We can be accused of stupidity, but not maliciousness,"
DreamWorks marketing head

KRT IMAGE

Terry Press said. "It's an ad pro- '
moting-Shohreh. We didn't take
out an ad saying. 'Don't vote
for Renee Zellweger.' If we're in
business with Renee Zellweger,
why would we do this?"
Miramax, which
released
"Cold Mountain" and has feuded with DreamWorks in past
Oscar races, declined to comment.
'
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GI Bill

• State Tuition Assistance

GI Bill Kicker
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• Cash Bonuses

• Student Loan Repayment

Program
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$5 Vodka Doubles

I

$4Pl1Chers
$4.50 Double Beam

S2Fairires
across from the stadium

Three: Exercise your pointer,
The first Fab Five, Duran
finger by jabbing the remote's
Duran, regroups its original
skip button when some of the
lineup for the first time in nearCD's lesser tracks run out of
ly 20 years to cut a catchy new
steam. (Begone Sting, lamella
dance-pop tune, "Sunrise," for
and Prophet Omega).
the soundtrack tie-in to the
Four: The booklet includes
TV makeover show in which a
the Fab Five's Hip Tips forbetgroup of gay men, also dubbed
ter living. Learn how to make a
the Fab Five, teach straight men
cocktail ("Use only the best inhow to live.
gredients," suggests Ted Allen _
The TV show has the shelf-life
well, duhl): look like a rock star
of bread but this mostly appealwith the use of the right pair of
ing dance disc has many uses.
sunglasses according to Carson
One: Use it to reacquaint
Kressley; and this helpful hint
yourself with Duran Duran. The
from Iai Rodriguez on how to
Britpop group wasn't that bad
open a CD: "Slide the bottom of
and this new song is quite good
it across the edge of a table."
in a pure pop sense.
Of course, shouldn't that Hip
Two: Work out to it. Thumping
dance tracks by Basement Iaxx, Tip be printed on the outside
cover before you struggle with
Kylie Minogue, Ingrid, Junior
Senior and Elton John and a the infernal plastic and tape?
New Wave-like bauble from
OK Go make 20 minutes on the
KINKY "Atlas" (Sonic3601
treadmill zip by. (By the way,
NettwerkAmerica)
yes, that Elton John, thanks
Kinky's
sophomore
effort
to the inclusion of "Are You "Atlas" exemplifies the eclecReady For Love," a long-forgot:
tic, all-embracing spirit driving
ten track originally recorded in alternative Latin music these
1977 with Spinners' producer
days. This quintet of Monterrey,
Thom Bell and a recent surprise
Mexico natives mixes an assortsmash hit in England upon its . ment of styles _ including rock,
remix and reissue.)
funk. jazz, norteno, quebradita

***

and Colombian;cumbia
. with '
its dance/electronica
core to
create multilayered,
kaleidoscopic songs with a vibrant,
sparkling and intensely danceable sound.
Kinky clearly went into the
studio willing to take chances
and shoot for a unique, original sound: Teeth-baring electric
guitars mesh with electronic a
grooves, while thumping techno beats interlock with timbales
and drums, taking the listener
on an exciting sonic journey full
of unexpected and exhilarating
twists and turns.
Kinky also deserves credit
for addressing unconventional
topics, such as Mexico's current
president, the nature of time, air
travel and the monotony of life.
The group also gets points for
abstaining from vulgarity (don't
be misled by the group's name)
and for writing songs both in
English and Spanish, The lyrics,
however, could be a lot tighter
and snappier.
In short, "Atlas" is one of the
best Latin music releases of the
past few months and a joy to listen to.
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delicious meal:is, letol:iuce,
pickles, norrrauo and chips.

Over 30 sat;isfying
sandwiches and salads
for lunch, dinner, picnics
and part;ies.

608 12th A~e. S.
in Nampa

323-0606
6899 Overland

.Free ,\Vh'eless
Internet
. 322-7401
4348 Chin den

The music industry has always had three paradigms: You
can take somebody who looks
great and sounds great and you
make them a star. You can take
someone who looks great, but
can't sing and engineer their
vocals and make them a star.
Or you can take someone who
sounds great, but looks so-so
and work on their image until
they become star.
Enter
the
Notorious
William Hung. The celebrated
"American Idol" reject is on the
verge of being made into a star
specifically because he neither
sounds, nor looks the part.
On
Wednesday,
Fuse
music
network
and
Koch
Entertainment surprised Hung

a

with the offer of a record contract and music video production deal.
The University of California,
Berkeley civil engineering major had just completed a performance of "She Bangs" at halftime of the UC Berkeley men's
volleyball game whan the offer
was presented. If Hung accepts
the deal, he will receive a check
for $25,000, a deal with Koch
and a music video for his first
single, which will air"on Fuse.
.
"As the underdog music video·
network, Fuse instantly identified with William's drive to do
his best and 'have no regrets at'
all," says the network's president Marc Juris. "Every one of
us is joyfully guilty of singing
our favorite song at the top of
our lungs with wild abandon,
all the while completely off key

and uninhibited. That's what
William did and instantly won
the hearts of America."
Hung gained his extended
measure of fame after his San
Francisco audition for FOX's
reality juggernaut
"American
Idol." While his performance
of the Rickv Martin hit "She
Bangs," may not have suggested that Hung had any future as
a singer or dancer, his reaction
tojudge Simon Cowell's sarcastic barbs showed humility and
humanity.
He has become the subject
of countless Web sites and has
made many public appearances
as a result. His "Idol" rendition
of "She Bangs" is available on
the Internet in several different
remixed forms.
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The Choice For Me

Career Center

Services

Call:
(208) 426·1747

• Career Planning
• Major Exploration
• Job-Searching Advising
• Internship Information
• Interview Training
• Job Listings
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Website
career.boisestate.edu
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Jason Kucma is a Third-Year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated from
Ithaca College with a Bachelor's Degree in Exercise Physiology concentrating
in Cardiac Rehabilitation.
"The only thin9. that has ever captured my attention was studying the human body.
The more I learned in school, the more I needed to know. The most logical step
for me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic so I could truly help people".
Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited, nearty half
of the chiropractic colleges in the United States. "Logan is in the perfect
location in a safe, residential area. The fl.dmiss!cns staff are very
friendly and helpful and the faculty are excellent.'
Logan College offers students an incredible learning environment
blending iTrigorous chiropractic program with diverse and active
student population. If you are looking for a healthcare career that
offers tremendous personal satisfaction, professional success and
income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic.
contact Logan College of Chiropractic today and explore your future.
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WAC CHAMPIONSHIP STARTS UP
AT THE NAMPA 'BRONCO BARN'
PHOTO BY STANl!Y

BREWSTEWTH£

ARBITER

Head gymnastics coach Sam Sandmire has taken the gymnastlcs program
from good. to virtually unstoppable In the past 17 years. Her squad wraps
up the 2004 season on March 12, and Is the fawrlte to repeat as Western
Gymnastlc Conference champs. But Sand mire I focused beyond the
conference tltle. Her goal- an NCAA regional quallficatlon.

Sandmire's
record speaks
for itseH
BY AMBER FUGER
Sports Reporter
Yvonne "Sam" Sandmire is coaching her 17th season at Boise
State, and is on her way to leading the defending Western '
Gymnastic Conference champs to a repeat title. Although the '
gymnastics program does not receive the national recognition or
ESPN coverage granted the football team, the gymnastics team is
enjoying the most success of any Division 1 team in Boise State
history.
With the season well under way, Sandmire keeps the team focused week in and week out. Sandmire envisions more than a
repeat championship -- she expects nothing less than an NCAA
regional qualification. In order to manage this, the Broncos have
to produce six of their highest scores in the toughest environment
-- on the road.
But Sandrnire knows this isn't a pipe dream; it's a well within reach. She sees a lot of potential in the 2004 Broncos, and
Sandrnire said the girls capitalize on their abilities with an equivalent work ethic.
So how did Sandrnire end up as one ofBoise State's best coaches? Sandmire graduated from Arizona State University in 1978,
where she was team captain for three years. She was named allconference two years, and each year she competed she was a
national qualifier. While living in Arizona she also competed for
the Desert Devils -- a club gymnastics team coached by Stormy
Eaton. Sandmire said Eaton was
SEE SANDMIRE page10

There's no hiding at the
NFLScouting Combine
PHOTO BY STANLEY BR£WSTEWTH£

ARBITER

BY BOB GLAUBER
Newsday
LATimes-Washington Post News Services

The WAC Track and Field championships begin today at Jackson's Track, at the Idaho Center In Nampa. The site has played host to some big names and some big schools all
season long. But whoever performs this weekend will walk away with bragging rights, and more importantly- the conference championship.

BYTREVOR HORN
Sports Reporter
Jackson's Track, at the Idaho
Center in Nampa, plays host to
another top-quality competition beginning today -- but this
time it's for all the marbles. The
Western Athletic Conference
track and field championship
begins today at noon, lasting
until 5 p.m., featuring the women's pentathlon and the men's
heptathlon.
Following the best season for
Boise State under Head Coach
Mike Maynard, the Broncos are
vying for the WAC title.
"The women's team is the'
best 'since I've been here. The
men are leading the WAC in five
events. Just a phenomenal season," Maynard said.
The women's side of the team
has been lead all season by
all-academic
weight thrower
Abbey Elsberry. She is currently
ranked 6~1in the nation in women's weight throw. What's more
remarkable
is that Elsberry
finished her four-year career
at Boise State with a perfect
4.0 G.P.A. After graduating in
December, Elsberry is werking
on her graduate degree while

finishing her senior season as
the anchor for the women's
team.
Along with Elsberry, freshman Miruna Mataoanu
has
been producing top marks, and
showing Coach wiaynard that
she is the real deal.
"She fantastic! Her performance has been spectacular,
and her attitude is top-notch,"
Maynard said.
Maynard's strong words are
matched evenly by her performances on the field. Mataoanu
is currently ranked 3m in the
WAC in the high jump, at 5'10."
Her 39'S" in the triple jump is
the 4'h best mark in the conference this season.
The women's team has only
one top mark in the WAC, so
the understanding
is that the
entire team needs to contribute to win the championship.
Elsberry and Mataoanu
are
in the lead, next to Jackieann
Morain, who is ranked 4'h in
the WAC in the 400-meter dash.
Coach Maynard realizes that
it will take the other athletes
on the women's side to raise
their top notches this weekend.
Rebecca Ward-Gyunette is 4thin
the 800-meter race, and along

with speedsters Faith Evans
and Stacy Bolstad will need to
give their best efforts to give the
Broncos a good chance to win.
"It would take some very
special performances from the
women's team, but our ladies
feel they can go for the championships," Maynard said.
The men's side is looking for
a strong chance to take the title. Lead by Ali-American triple
jumper Kenny Johnson, and returning 200 and 400- meter WAC
champiori Ray Ardill, Johnson
has the top leap in the triple
jump this season, while Ardill
looks to repeat as the champion
in both races. Along with the
top marks in the WAC, Ardill's
times are also NCAA provisional
marks. Johnson's triple jump is
also a provisional mark.
'Forest Braden has lives up
to his name this season -'- he
is running. Braden currently is
2nd in the conference in the mile
and 3m in the 3000-meter. Even
though he does not have the
top marks, Maynard knows that
who ever races against Braden
this weekend will not have it
easy.
"He will go into the race with
nothing .but winning on his

mind," Maynard said.
Speedsters Andre Summers
and Antoine Echols are anchoring the sprinters. The two of
them are 1-2 in the 60-meter,
and a part of the 4x400 relay
that is 2nd in the WAC.
The competition
for the
Broncos this weekend looks to
be neck and neck. UTEP and
Rice University will bring the
bulk of the competition. 2003
champions
SMU have been
struggling all season and do not
look like a threat to Maynard
and the Bronco staff. .
With all of the excitement that
has surrounded the entire team,
there is excitement that is just
as big of a concern as Jackson's
Track. The facility is such a hot
bed this season for some of the
best collegiate athletes, that,
the track has been unofficially
renamed, 'Bronco Barn'. And
these Broncos are looking to
show they are the best, while
doing It in their own back yard.
Fans can catch the field event
finals starting at 4:30 p.rn. on
Friday, fmishing at 8 p.m, All
track finals will be Saturday evening starting at 5 p.m,
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Michael Turner was warned about it by players who already
had gone through it. They told him how it would feel standing
almost naked in front of 200 or so men staring at every part of
your body.
It didn't make it any easier.
The running back from Northern Illinois stood next to a stage
and took off his shirt. Then his shorts. Then his socks. He walked
onto the stage in front of the men. Alone.
He remembered the advice of a friend: Don't look at anyone's ,
eyes. He stared above the crowd and stood there. They measured
his height. They told him to stretch his arms out to the side as far
as he could and measured his arms. They weighed him.
It was over in less than a minute. He will never forget the embarrassment. "You feel like a piece of meat," he said. "Like a car
or something that's going to get sold at auction."
Welcome to the NFL Scouting Combine, where more than 300
draft-eligible college players come to be weighed and measured,
poked and prodded, timed and tested in front of hundreds of
coaches, scouts, personnel men, trainers and doctors. '
For six days, players are herded before their prospective employers, go through dozens of interviews, perform various tests
that measure speed, strength and skill, take an intel1lgence test
and undergo physical evaluations so rigorous they often are left
astounded. And exhausted.
.
"It's quite unsettling for a young man walking in for the first
time, stripped down to his underwear, having coaches, directors
of player personnel, general managers staring at him, looking
at his body from any angle," said Alan Herman, an NFL player
agent. "It's something you can never prepare someone for. The
players recognize that they're being treated perhaps as someone
would look at a steer in a cattle auction or a horse in a yearling
sale. It's an awakening for them that this is truly a business relationship."
It is a multi-mil1Ion-dollar busiSEE COMBINE page11
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The Boise State women's basketball team faces their next
two big challenges tonight and
Saturday. The Broncos,' after
having a bit of a tough season so
far, host two strong teams starting with Southern Methodist
University tonight, followed by
sixth-ranked
Louisiana Tech
University on Saturday afternoon in the Pavilion.
The Broncos, who have had
their fair share of let downs
this season, have their work cut
out for them in these next two
games. Although SMU suffered
'their first home loss in a WAC
play this season to La Tech on
Saturday (89-79), the Mustangs
have shot '44.6 percent from
the field, including 44.1 percent from three-point range in
their past six WAC games. The
Mustangs have also won by
an average of 14.8 points per
game.
The last time Boise State
played SMU in January, the
Mustangs managed to score 12
points before the Broncos ap-

ISun 8:30am-2:30pm
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Although the Bronco women's basketball
team has posted fewer wins than they
would have liked, they havo steadily
improved. The Broncos will host two
strong opponents, starting with SMU
tonight, followed by sixth-ranked
louisiana Tech on Saturday afternoon.

Don't surrender
to HUNGER!!!
Counter-attack with a
delicious PITA!!!
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
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Noon-3a.m. Sunday
Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
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Open 11-3a.m.

Sandmire
from page 9

an inspiration to her, impacting her coaching philosophy by
proving to her that you can have
a blast while you compete.
This attitude is widely visible
in Sandmire's coaching methods evidenced at Boise State.
Junior Carla Chambers, team
captain for the Broncos, said

Underwater Adventure Charters
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*Fins *Masks
*Snor els * etSuits
* Photo ear· *Seaya s

by reservation

Video ISStill Photography

peared on the scoreboard. SMU
hit 7 of 12 shots from threepoint range, and had an overall
average of 62.5 percent from the
field. The Broncos had an average of 22.6 percent.
It wasn't just SMU's offense
that helped them defeat the
Broncos. The Mustang's defensedominated
Boise State,
causing back-to-back turnovers,
which resulted in 12 turnaround
points for SMU.
Boise State will have the advantage this time around however because the SMU is known
for defending their opponents
on their own court. Their only
home court loss was this past
weekend when they played
sixth-ranked
La Tech, losing
89- 79, dropping the Mustangs
to 12-11 overall and 8-6 in the
WAC. The Broncos will have the
home court advantage tonight,
and plan to use it to help gain'
a win.
The Broncos are coming off of
another defeat, which carne on
Saturday to San Jose State, 5848, putting them at 7-17 overall
and 4-11 in the WAC.
Thursday's game will be the
'second-to-last
home
game
for the Broncos, the last being
Saturday's
game against favored La Tech. After this week,
the team will be back on the
road for their final conference
game to face the Miners from
UTEP.

AROITER

Sandmire drives the team with
her unbelievable optimism and
unyielding enthusiasm.
"She is wild and happy which
makes the team comfortable in
competition," Chambers said.
Sandmire
encourages
her
squad to enjoy their time as
Bronco athletes. Perhaps this
is due to the fact that her collegiate years were such positive
experience. Sandmire acknowledges that her college competitions were the highlights of her
career.
As a youth Sandmire had
gymnastics on the brain all of
the time. The Arizona State
gymnastic team was comprised
of both men and women, which
Sandmire said made for some
wild and crazy nights. Some
nights the carefree Sun Devils
would drive across the state to
• the Santa Monica Pier, where
they would compete with other schools in the Santa Monica
Gym Fest. This competition
was an unsanctioned
NCAA
meet. Imagine it. The oceanfront of Venice beach was the
arena, and the sand served as
the mats.
"We were doing things that
I probably never would have
attempted,"
Sandmire
said.
Sandmire's
college
career
proved to her that gymnastics
was her true calling. She knew
she could never live without the
exhilaration that the sport provided her. She knew every time
she stepped to the mat, she had
to stay involved in gymnastics.
But Sandmire's path didn't
lead her directly to the Treasure
Valley. In 1986 she was named
Gymnastics Coach of the Year
in Montana. Sandmire served
as a judges' assistant at the
1987 Pan-American
Games
where she officiated with for-

mer Boise State gymnastics
coach, Jackie Carringer. The
two became good friends over
the years. Carringer was offered
a position to coach in Australia.
When she decided to take it she
called Sandmire and encouraged her to apply for the head
coach position at Boise State.
Sandmire had always wanted
to coach and live in the west.
It seemed like a perfect fit.
Sandmire came to Boise State in
1987 from Helena, Mont., where
she was the owner/director and
head coach at Mount Helena
Gymnastics Academy.
But Sand mire is a more than
a coach. She is more than the
Bronco's biggest cheerleader -members of the squad say that
she is a guiding force for them
in gymnastics and in life. Kristin
Gaare, Corrina Lewis and Carla
Chambers said they can confide in their coach about anything. She encourages them to
do well in life, and is somebody
they can turn to as a friend and
a mentor.
As a proof-positive result that
Sandmire's coaching philosophy works, consider Sandmire's
gymnasts' success -- on and off
of the mats. In the past 16 years,
student
gymnasts
at Boise
State have received NACGC
All-American Scholar Athlete
Awards. Anne Staker was awarded a $5,000 NCAA post-graduate scholarship for outstanding
achievement in the classroom
as well as.in competition. This
honor is reserved for one athlete in the entire country each
year. In 1995 I another Bronco
gymnast under the guidance of
Sandmire received high honors.
All-American Julie Wagner was
the 1995 Idaho's NCAA Woman
of the Year. In 1998 Johanna
Evans, another Sandmire prog-

eny received the award and also
earned the $5,000 NCAA PostGraduate Scholarship. In 2001
another Bronco gymnast, senior Annie Kaus was honored
as Idaho's NCAA Woman of the
Year.
Sandmire
accomplishments
have not gone unnoticed. In
1998 Sandmire received the
Pride of Boise award in the
category of athletics during
Boise River Festival. She also
has served on the boards of directors of Parents and Youth
against Drug Abuse and the
Idaho Women's Challenge.
Sandmire,
admittedly,
is
driven by the success of her
gymnast and her colleagues.
But Sandmire has had some
pretty good mentors of her own
to look to for guidance. Boise
State's head athletic director
Gene Bleymaier has been an influential person for Sandmire.
"He never says it can't be
done," said Sandmire.
Bleymaier was one of the main
supporters in both Beauty and
the Beast matches, which Boise
State now boasts as "groundbreaking collegiate competition." Boise State was the first
school to hold such a competition, in which two NCAA sports
compete at the same time, in
the same venue. The determination of Bleymaier proved to
be successful for the teams and
the school, bringing in a crowd
of over 2,000 screaming fans.
As the Broncos continue the
2004 season with the inspirations of Coach Sam Sandmire,
their sights are set on the ultimate prize; repeating the championship. Sandmire's optimistic coaching methods can only
continue to improve the already
thriving
Bronco
gymnastics
program.
Sandmire
said to be the
best there has to be a balance.
Sandmire's success provides a
strong argument that this balance is found in working hard,
and having a good time while
doing it. After all, how could
a team enjoy victories if they
weren't having fun?
Even if they lose, the Broncos
take the loss as an opportunity to learn and improve. They
strive to improve in every aspect, and Sandmire is the driving force that keeps the team
motivated to be the best they
can be. And judging by the
2004 Broncos, that's pretty dam
good.
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Men's tennis takes
win streak on road
BY JEREMY RASMUSSEN
Sports Reporter
The Bronco men's tennis
team will take a four-match
, winning streak to New Mexico
tomorrow night to face the
Colorado Buffaloes, followed by
a match with the homesteading
Lobos on Saturday. Boise State
men's tennis is 7-3 with all three'
losses against to top-IS teams in
the Indoor Charnplonshlps.
"It helped our team a lot to
play those Goliaths in Seattle.
Every oneelse seems like mere
mortals after the experience,"
Bronco Coach Greg Patton said.
Currently, the Broncos are
ranked 33rd in the nation and
are coming off impressive vic'tortes last weekend in Utah.
Prior to matches, Patton was

sent to the emergency room to solid New Mexico team, who is
ranked 58th, on Saturday. Boise
, get 10 stitches in his head after
State senior Guillaume Bouvier
an incident in the weight room.
It seemed to have worked as a will face a tough draw against
Divan Coetzee, who is ranked
motivator, as the team domi27th and was recently honored
nated the courts at BYU, defeatas Player of the Week in the
ing the Cougars 6-1 and shutWest Conference.
ting out Utah 7-0. They hope to Mountain
carry that momentum into New The Lobos look to make up
for last year as their last loss
Mexico this weekend.
came to the Broncos in last
"If that's what it takes to moNovember's reglonal playoffs.
tivate the team, I'll be hitting
my head a lot in the weeks to , Since then, the Lobos have one
three straight and currently sit
come," Patton sald.
at 4-1.
As for this weekend, Boise
"It would be a great boost for
State will match
up with
the team if we could go down
Colorado first tomorrow night.
their and take another one for
The Buffaloes are 4-3 with lossthem at home in the higher aies to three top-IS teams, much
titude, " Patton said.
like the Broncos. The losses
Recently, Patton has swapped
came to Baylor, TCU and most
his number two and three sinrecently, Texas A&M.
The Broncos will next face a gles players, due to the red-hot

play of sophomore
Thomas
Schoeck. Schoeck is currently
playing the number two spot
and Matias Silva is playing
three. Schoeck has been showing his worthiness in both singles and doubles in weeks prior.
"I think the reason the weather has been warm lately is because of all the heat Schoeck is
generating," boasted a proud
Patton. "He's on fire."
The Broncos are improving
their game and gaining momentum as the weeks pass.
They hope to take this new
strength into Albuquerque too,
morrow. After the back-to-back
matches this weekend, Boise
State will travel to California
to play Santa Clara and Fresno
State next weekend.
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part. You do learn a lot about
But that became too cumberwhen Noll was the coach. ''You
guys, but I think the most that
some, especially if teams wantdon't really know what someyou learn about players is what
ed players to come in for followbody's like until you live with
from page 9
you see when they play."
up visits.
them. Until you live with that
"More than anything, it startdraft choice and spend time
'ness relationship. NFL teams
ed when (former Kansas defenwith him day-in and day-out,
spend vast sums of money for sive back) Nolan Cromwell was
you don'tknow what he's like.
players entering the league, and
hurt in the middie of his senior
So you can do all the homework
they want to make sure the in- year [in 1976]," sald former
conceivable, but there's still an
vestments will be worthwhile.
Cowboys personnel
director
element of guesswork."
So they gather each year at the
Gil Brandt, now a pro football
The combine is an exercise in
" 2069 BROADWAY
RCA Dome in Indianapolis,
analyst for NFL.com. "After the
removing as much guesswork as
where hundreds of the nation's
season, people are flying him
possible. The medicai evaluatop prospects are brought in for all over the country to see how
tions. The weight lifting. The 40a job interview like no other.
his knee is doing. Here's a guy yard dash. The individual drills.
Boston College guard Chris
who arrives in Dallas at 7 a.m.
Add to that the intense psychoSnee discovered that early in the
after an all-night flight with an
logicai profiling and individual
process. On Wednesday night,
arm full of X-rays, and he's got interviews that help teams dejust a few hours after he arrived,
to go through the same thing
termine whether a player has
he went to a nearby hospital for with us. We figured there has to "therightmakeup foftlie NFL: _.
a series of X-rays of his knees
be a better way, and this is what
One of the few big-name playand back. Later, he was hooked
"wecame up with. It's a lot more
ers to. work out at this year's
up to a machine that measured
practical and inexpensive doing
combine was Iowa tackle Robert
the strength of his knee joints.
it this way, and it's easier on the
Gallery. The decision might
He was there for six hours.
players to come to one place inhave paid off, because he ran
"It's all medical, all the time,"
stead of going all over the coun- a 4.95 in the 40-yard dash, an
Snee said.
tell you, that
try getting checked out."
exceptional time for a 6-7, 323machine is not pleasant. They
Ameatmarket?That'stheway
pound lineman. "I thought he
move your knee in all differit has been described for years,
had an outstanding workout,"
ent directions. It's pulling and
although Brandt doesn't see it Giants Coach Tom Coughlin
pushing everywhere."
that way. "I disagree with that
said. The Giants are thought
"It's almost like they know
meat-market
treatment,"
he
to be interested in Gallery as a
more about you than you know
said. "I would equate it with a possible choice for the fourth
about yourself," Arizona State
job interview where we place an
overall pick,
guard Regis Crawford said.
ad in the paper and 75 people
Those who don't work out
"It's a little surreal to see other
are up for that position. I think
generally do so at what's called
people take so much interest in the players realize that this is "pro days" at their colleges.
everything you've done in your
their job opportunity interview.
One reason for blue-chip
life. They asked me about an in- As far as they're concerned, this
players' increasing reluctance
,jury I had as a freshman."
is like being made available to
to work out is previous instancIf there is something wrong,
take a job at Newsday.
es of players whose stock has
they'll find it. On Friday, Purdue
"But if this is a meat market,"
fallen at the combine.
receiver John Standiford went
he said, "then they sure as hell
Case in point: In 1985, when
to the hospital because doctors
serve filet mignon."
wide receiver Jerry Rice was
were concerned about his wrist.
The combine has evolved into
coming
out of Mississippi
Indeed, he had fractured it.
more than a massive medicai
Valley State, he ran a 4.6 at the
In the eighth grade.
checkup. It has become a noncombine. Scouts were so conUncovering such intimate destop series of medical, physical
cerned that he dropped to 16th,
tails about a player's health is and psychological tests aimed
where he was taken by the San
actually the main reason behind
at giving teams the best possible
Francisco 4gers. All Rice did was
the combine. Because the injury
means of sizing up how good
tum into the greatest receiver of
factor is so prevalent in football,
- or bad - a player will become
all time.
and because a player's condiin the NFL.
But it can work in reverse, too.
tion is paramount in any team's
The workouts are conducted
In 1995, when Boston College
decision about whether to draft
privately, out of the view of redefensive end Mike Mamula
WID, the combine amounts to porters. Teams prefer that play- was coming into the NFL, he
an enormous medical clearingers aren't subjected to any outwowed scouts with a terrific
house.
side pressures when they run
workout. Eagles Coach Ray
"We examine a guy from head
the 40-yard dash, do the weightRhodes
remarked
afterward
to toe," Jets team internist Dr. lifting portion or test the various
that Mamula "showed the eye of
\ Elliott Hershman sald. "MRIs,. individual skills that are tailored
the tiger." The Eagles took him
; X-rays, CAT scans, whatever
for each position.
.
with the seventh overall pick,
I test we feel is appropriate,
we'll
"It's a chance to see what
but Mamula was overmatched
l!ive." Doctors and trainers are
kind of shape a player is in, in the NFL and qulckly turned
free to test a player's knees, anand whether he's training for into a disappointment.
He is
kles, joints -- anything. A player
the things that are going to be
out offootball.
,
can go through a day having
demanded of WID in the NFL,"
The interview process at the
as many as 32 doctors put his veteran Giants scout Terry Shea
combine has become an inhands on just about any part
said. "I think it's good for both
creasingly important
cornpoof his body to check for any
sides. We get to see the players,
nent. "The meetings to me are
and they get to see us and get a very important,"
Jets Coach
malady.
. "It's definitely weird," Snee
feeIfor what we're all about."
Herman Edwards said. "I like
sald. "You're just sitting there,
But even with all that, there
to see if they look me in the eye.
and (medical people) are comare plenty of mistakes on draft
I like to see how a guy shakes
ing up to you rubbing your
day. First-round picks tum into
your hand. That's when you can
knees this way and that. One
disappointments,
mid-round
learn about a young man. If you
guy's finished, and then somepicks tum into stars, and players
ask WID a question, are his eyes
who weren't even invited to the
wandering all around the room?
one else comes next."
The physicai condition
of combine make NFL rosters and
Does he fall asleep? I've seen
players is what created the
become quality performers.
guys fall asleep in 15 minutes."
idea of the combine in the first
"I remember
what coach
"It's all a part of the overall
place. Before this gathering was
(Chuck) Noll used to say about
mosaic of the scouting process, "
started in 1979, there were three
this," said Bills president and
Colts GM Bill Polian said. "The
scouting services that held try- general manager Tom Donahoe,
combine is a very important
outs and physicals for players.
a former Steelers personnel man
part, but certainly not the only
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Arbiter classified advertisements are free to students.
To place an ad caU 345-8204 x100 or come to the
office at 1605 University Drive (across from the S.U.B)

lLISTENTOl
Andres and Hoglund
In The Night
www.andreman.com
Dirty House, No time
to clean? I'll do it!! Call
Sara at 898-9218 or
412-6442

. CEDB is accepting
student applications for
the MLKlMeredith Burns
community service $1000
scholarship. Apps due
March 1st. All students
are eligible. Awarded to
student who has done
the most universityl
community service,

2003 Barley Sportster
Hugger 883, black &
chrome, 2k miles. $68001
abo 794-8923

EGG DONORS
NEEDED!
Compensation $3500+.
Bright, Attractive and
Healthy. For more Info,
call 949-940-9163 or
email: babymiraclesED@aol.com
or visit:
www.baby-miracles.com

Italian leather couch
and loveseat for sale!
Brand new, still in plastic.
Retail $2450, sacrifice
. $899. Call 888-1464

PC hutch. Solid oak.
Fits up to 30 inch
monitor. For sale cheap.
Call for details. 703-1100
or 939-8872

Queen piUow top
mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic. Must sell
$159. Can deliver.
866-7476

200mg Compaq system
complete w/15" Moniter,
Internet ready, $100,
Printer $25. 365-11i55

Want to look and feel

~~
.

.

\

"

,1.

GREAT?
•
•
•
•
•

$25 off hair extensions
$10 off hair lolor wjhoirlut
$5 off all perms
$3 off hoirluls
$2 off lip and eyebrow wax
e.t~. 713-4370

"*""..
1

nllOI,on5enlor Boise,lll.

'

Wanted to buy home
sold by owner. $85k or
under in Ada County.
336-2080 Ifl'm not
home, please leave
a message.
Attention Cheerleaders
Local team looking for
new memo M & F. Squad
ages are 7th gd. - college.
Local events. 608-0580.
','ASBSU provides
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'

426-1440'"
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/"
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I
I
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King size pillow top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell $225. Can
deliver. 866-7476

Really Nice Room &
House on Kootenai for
rent. $200/mo. + util.
Includes cable/internet.
384-0168

1990 Ford Aerostar
Minivan w/ext. Cargo,
$750. Runs great, call for
info Brenda 365-1655

King Water Bed with
oak frame w/drawers.
$100/0bo 866-8597

1991 Toyota Corolla 4
door, 5 speed, AC. Runs
great. 130,000 miles.
$2500. Call 342-6635

5-Piece Cherry
Bedroom set. Brand-new
in box. Retail $1450,
sacrifice $395.
Call 888-1464
Cherry sleigh bed Solid
wood. New-in-box.
Value $850, sacrifice
$295. Call 888-1464

2000 Hyundai Tiburon
38K. Sunroof, all leather,
. CD player, automatic.
$9800/0bo. 208-630-4541

White Couch 10yrs old.
$200, great condition.
338-5911

2001 Honda CDR 600
F4i red/white. Excellent
condition asking $4900.
Call 869-6045

ComputerlStudy
cart
w/full size pull out, very
large, brand new in box.
$40 365-1655

<'

with a local
private lawyer for
most legal problems
you may have,
including
divorce/family law
landlord problems
chi ld custody and
child suppcrt
collection and debt
problems
personal injury and
insurance
workmenls-e~enBation
claims
DOl/criminal

Roommate Needed 1113
Leadville $265/mo + Util.
Call 870-7361 for details.

1993 Chevy Silverado
4WD K2500, Power
locks and windows. Tow
package. $5000/0bo.
342-0168

FREE ATTORNEY
. CONSULTATIONS

',
,I

Mattress Set, FuU Size
Brand New in package.
Sacrifice $99.
Call 866-7476

i
1

I ,

2 Bdrm twnhse AC,
DW, WID hkp. Outside
storage, off st. parking,
cov, patio. No pets!
smoking. Short drive to
BSU. 3127 Jordan. $480.
384-0438
3 bdrm 2 bath house
1401 Grant. WID,
DIW included. Yard
w/sprinklers. $695/mo.
$500 deposit. 484-2469

"THE SECRET" Learn
the secret to getting
what you want out of
life. FREE 10 minute
audio CD. No cost or
obligation!
Learn how to gain
financial freedom and
control your own destiny,
Find out how to have
time to do what you want
and enjoy real
security. Call (800) 6274780 and we will mail

I
I'

College Benefils Include:
• S276.00jD month
.l'IJ>lI1ad<1faOliS200/ma
• lO,OOJlIudootlDlllsRepaid
--Plus: --GcII'JidS22lJ.OOflltha(X'jl~
permonthlllllVl'illnml~tha
Idaho !<my NatixJaI Goon!
Addllfanal Signing Bonus
_
$3000 - $8000

$8,000 - $58,000 in
just 4 months!
Signing Bonus for all
Hired Sales Reps
First Year & Experienced
Sales Rep Pay Plans
Call1-888-889-BUGS
with any questions

you "The Secret" free!
Arbiter Classifleds are
free for students! Call
345-8204 to place your
ad in the Arbiter today!

I

ldUlpayl<rltiKd,wIEj'Olljust 39 clJysa)Ollll

.~~

Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/day
Potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-2933985 ext 223

86:l-3516or373-7218

DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING
HOURS

Room for Rent off
Roosevelt. $350/mo.
includes all utilities!
$150/dep. Call James @
631-7878
Roommate wanted
$340/mo. Util. inel.
Private bath, walk-in
closet, cable internet,
WID, D/W. 284-2401

Great property for
roommates. 6BR, 3BA
house with large yard
in SE Boise. WID, DW,
auto sprinklers, water &
trash pd, $1600/mo 230
E Boise Ave no pets Call
385-0943

We're New & We Need
You! We're looking for
people interested in a
ground-floor business
opportunity representing
The Body Shop products .
The Body Shop currently
operates in 49 countries,
24 languages and 12 time
zones. Be a socially
responsible entrepreneur,
Enjoy a lucrative income
based on your efforts.
To Learn More Contact:
Melissa 461-3861or
mctsbodyshophol1lc(il1msn,com

Cottage for rent, 420
sq ft. w/garage. 8 blocks
from BSU. $450/mo. Call
Leif830-3847

Girl Scouts of Silver
Sage Council arc looking for
energetic, positive people to
work at onc of 3 summer
camps located in Idaho,
serving girls ages 6-18. Jobs
range from counselors, food
'111C

lwork?it~l
L ._,'.'_~'l.·."...,j~';.~.x,;.},~
;.c;.-,;_:..,,~.,"':';-,~;:,:'.,.~;:J

eN

call 1lSBSUfor an
appoinbnent Attorneys:
Margaret Lezamiz and
John Schroeder

I

2BR, 1 BA house in SE
Boise Hwd floors. WID, .
nice yard, auto sprinklers
water & trash pd. Close
to BSU. $675/mo 1517
Division no pets
Call 385-0943

Make $$$ hiking online
surveys Earn $10-$125
for Surveys, Earn $25$250 for Focus Groups,
www.cash4students.com/
dbsu

assistants,

pmgmm

coordlnarors.Htcguards and
morc! For more
information or to request an
application packer, please
contact Maria if/'
Hoo.H46.OO79, CX't.121 or@
mpclay,'@girlscouts-ssc.org
or by fax ((/)208.377.05°+

{f','

331·2820

(:~\?).
\

AVAILABLE

We need enthusiastic
Individuals with
excellent verbal skills.
Work 20-40 hours
per week.

$12 Base·Appt
FlIPT in Cust Sales/Service
Flex Hours
No Exp. Necessary
Conditions Apply
All ages 18+
Call

and WEEKEND

• Paid trnlnlng
• Casunl

environment

• Flexiblo

achedute

$8.00/ hr
Please call for
more Information

658-4888
BroncoJobs

's,$

or apply @ (l.'"
www.collegeincome.com

mO'lUISBilj·Il"ij;hhllJ

Looking jor Jobs

OffiJtmID~
00111tI1ItaD lllitIDJB

4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free
(yes, free) fund raiser solutions EQUALS
$1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fund raiser with
CampusFundraiser. Call (888) 923-3238
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

while you arc a
student, Career
Opportunities,
or
Internships?
r
~.,J

.•

'FREt

job-referral

. l" '\""service

!
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MAl T'HAI
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RESTALIRANT

I

& BAR

Kiekill illlp a notch ill DOlllntolll1lBOlJe
right n~~t door to Old Chicago.
J

I
I
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DOG BERT CONSULTS

DILBERT
If l ....,,';-:

YOU SHOULD OFFER
YOUR CUSTOt"\ERS
EASY FINANCING.

: "'f .~

51

'"~~
~

THAT DISGUISES THE
TRUE COST OF YOUR
PRODUCTS SO YOU
CAN PRICE-GOUGE
AND PEOPLE WILL
THANK YOU.

11
::>

~
!l
g

~

HOW t"\UCH
ARE WE
PAYING
YOU?

I

r'N SORR~,I?09 ... Bqr 10 RATHeR
H~Ve If~ HMD ToRN oFF 8~ WiLD
DOGS Wall GO OUT WITH YOlI.

THANK
YOUI

I't"\ LEASING
t"\Y ADVICE
TO YOU.

I

I

I'VE RULED OUT
PARANOIA.
PHEW! THATS
A RELIEF.
i
! ,

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Energy food, for

~

WELL, LOOK WHO
CAr-\E BACK TO
DANCE WITH
DEATH.

~

1;

WHO WILL
BE THE
FIRST TO
DROP?
WHO?

WHAT
EVER
HAPPENED
TO "GOOD
t"\ORNING-?

\..

H()R()S(:()l!E~S_--By LInda C. Black

Tribllne Media Services
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Toda,Y's Birthday
(Feb, 26).
The' scientific method" is just a tool
that you can use when Muses aren't
whispering
in your ear. Trust the
latter above the former. Your greatest discoveries
this year come along
uncharted
paths. To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-Aprl119)
Today is a 7 - Is money burnin~ a
hole III your pocket? Are you gIving
too much away? If it's for a good
cause, use this as an excuse to take
on an extra job. The more powerful
you become, the more is requested
of you. And it's fun.
Taurus (AprII20-May20)
Today is ,an 8 • You feel pressed by
some promises made in the past.
Take care of those obligations
early
so that you'll have time to play with
your friends. .
~

Geininl cMay 21-June 21)
'Today is a 5 • You may have to stop
and think before you speak, and
that's a ~ood thing. Consider the
listener s perspective
carefully, and
watch him or her for clues.

Cancer (June 22- July 22)
Today is a 7 - Someone you care
deeply about is still being slightly
aloof. It won't do any good to grovel.
You're more attractive when you stay
busy. Assist one who appreciates.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 - Concerns about money
dampen your naturally cheerful
attitude for a while. This is a temporary condition,
and it's good for you.
-Concentrate
on making dough.
Virgo (Aug, 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 - UJou follow your
heart, }'ou'll win up miles away
from where you began. Your curiosity is liable to lead you far off the
beaten path. Better pack a lunch.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 - Focus on the task in
front of you, and dOil't let yourself
get distracted.
Pour yourself into
your bed tonight, exhausted
but
satisfied.
Capricorn1Dec.22-Jan.19)
Today is a 9 - You could have a brilliant idea that helps you get over the
top. Ask for a miracle; you're due,
Follow your intuition.
Aquarius
(Jan.20-Feb.18)
Today is a 5 - There's more of value
in your own back yard than you may
have imagined. Improvements
there
will bring comfort in unexpected
ways.

LIbra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 5 - Keep costs down. The
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Challenfe is to use your talent in Toda:y is a 9 - You learn best when
st
.
Yi,.
,ea d a yo ill savmgs.
au re mven t you have a good tutO[ a person you
mg most of what you need anyway,
.'
.
.
so why not lust invent it all? Use
can ?""st to lead you m the ngh~ dlthings you have around the house.
recllon and ask the tough questIOns,
._--ID.mng
you think.~ucki!Y,
you now
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
have such a tutor.
Today is an 8 - Your communica(cl 2004,TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICESINC.
tion skills have just gone up a notch.
You'll notice that the words will
Distribllted by Knight Ridder/
come quite easily for the next couple
Tribllne Information Services.
of weeks, espechilly where loved
ones are concerned.

short
5 Between-meals
munchie
9 Grouchy
Muppet
14 On the less
windy side
15 Carpeting
measurement
16 Mariner's
malarkey
17 Rich, dark soil
18 Window ledge
19 Mall unit
20 Eye-opener, for
many
23 Animation art
24 Arkin or King
25 Stoppers
27 Kitchen ring
30 Forage crop
32 Delete
33 Ring
36 Coop product
37 Cautious
38 Bite the dust
39 Pay back
42 Asimov's genre
44 Sibling's
daughters
45 Aviators
46 French brandy
48 Walt Kelly's
comic strip
49 Nexus of activity
50 Dishwater
container
56 Chopin piece ,
58 Sentry's order
59 Biblical garden
60 Psychiatrist
Alfred
61 Frankenstein's
aide
62 Heavy reading?
63 Voting places
64 "Da Va Think I'm
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5 Winston Cup
Solutions
org.
6 Starry hunter
M01SIAX3SIS110d
3 ~ 0 1
8 0 D I
8 3 1 a v
7 Egotist's main
concern
N 3 a 3
1 1 V H
3 a n 1 3
8 Fifly percent
>lNISN31J11t1>lI\\lSnH
9 Keep an eye on _0
DOd
::>v N 8 0 ::>
10 Take a load oll
S 1 0 1 I dll S 3 ::>3 I NIIIllIIIlI
11 Morning alarm,
I ;;j II::>slIiIi 3 S 8 n S ~ 138
for many
12 Come to terms
3 I aiiiiiiiiAi:l ::l 3 1-;;;;8 93
13 Film spools
1 1 V ::>3 N_III
3 s V 8 3
21 Run away
l1li8 3 A 0 1::>
8 3 N 8 n S
22 Jet black
S 3 )I ViolS
N V 1 V_
26 Former power
grp.
en"
3 8 0 1 S
111
S
~ v
0 1
27 Bock or porter
28 Strong inclination 3 D 1 I 8
V 3 8 V
3 3 1 V
?"
29 DeNiro film
8 V ::>SOH
SON 8 H V ::>
65 Uk~ molasses In 30 Fischer's game
31 Folk wisdom
January
33 Pierre's pop
42 Autograph
51 _'won1 hurt a
..
.
34..Hoist
'. _.. _..A3_SmaJLstorage_~~~,~._.~~._
·"~DOWN··
35 Kauai garlands
rooms
52 Pet canary's digs
1 Math subJ.
37 Susan of "AllMy 45 Verse
53 Object of worship
2 Baseba!lfamlly
Children"
46 Cut-price
54 Verne's captain
name
40 Hr. fraction
47 Surpass
55 Had the answer
3 Gather in
41 Lab glassware
48 Flower ofTexas
57 Dolores
Rio
4 Laments
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